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Abstract

Investigates the feasibility of personalised information service in a government department. A qualitative methodology explored stakeholder opinions on the remit, marketing, resourcing and measurement of the service. A questionnaire and interviews gathered experiences of personalised provision across the government sector. Potential users were similarly surveyed to discuss how the service could meet their needs. Data were analysed using coding techniques to identify emerging theory. Lessons learned from government librarians centred on clarifying requirements, balancing workloads and selective marketing. The user survey showed low usage and awareness of existing specialist services, but high levels of need and interest in services repackaged as a tailored offering. Fieldwork confirmed findings from the literature on the scope for adding value through information management advice, information skills training and substantive research assistance and the need to understand business processes and develop effective partnerships. Concluding recommendations focus on service definition, strategic marketing, resource utilisation and performance measurement.
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1. Introduction

Successful professions constantly challenge their parameters and working environments. CILIP’s report on *Future Proofing the Profession* highlights the need for library and information professionals to gain new ‘information territory’ and act quickly to capitalise on present opportunities.[1] This call for action is well-timed with changes in information provision and empowerment of end-users putting increased pressure on library and information services to justify their existence. St Clair argues that the nature of information provision has shifted from just-in-case to just-in-time to just-for-you.[2] Librarians can use their professional expertise to provide timely value-added information to satisfy the needs of people who feel overloaded with information. But they must be proactive and they must also have a firm grasp of the business processes within their organisation.[3]

In the UK Government sector, there is mounting pressure on librarians to demonstrate the value of their professional skills and prove to top management that the information services they provide are a vital resource in improving organisational efficiency and effectiveness, not a luxury commodity.[4] Pressure has intensified with the Gershon review of public sector efficiency, aimed at cutting civil service jobs and redirecting resources to the front line.[5] This has prompted some government librarians to identify new and innovative methods of service delivery, offering more personalised services and working more strategically with colleagues to better understand and meet their information needs.

In 2005, the Department for Education and Skills (DfES) Library conceived a plan to develop and implement a personalised model of service delivery, provisionally termed a ‘Business Librarian’ service, to run alongside the library’s existing enquiry service, but expand on it by proactively tailoring and delivering information resources and consultancy services to meet the needs of specific projects, groups and teams (e.g. providing tailored advice on information and knowledge management issues or website design, setting up communities of practice and offering information skills training sessions tailored to very specific needs). Business librarians would liaise with particular teams and divisions, attend project meetings and awaydays, build up close working relationships with colleagues and take a highly proactive role in assessing, tracking and fulfilling their information needs.

Professional literature offers review articles, opinion pieces and case studies on the changing roles of librarians in the academic and corporate sectors,[6-9] but there is little published evidence or models to guide development and change in the government sector. Although the DfES proposal had some similarities with the ‘Subject’ or ‘Liaison Librarian’ role in the academic sector and the ‘Clinical Librarian’ role in healthcare,[6,10-11] the Library’s view was that models which involved staff being permanently attached to particular work areas would not suit the project-based nature of DfES work. In this context, the Library commissioned an independent study to explore the feasibility of its proposed personalised service model and investigate the issues arising in terms of the remit of the service, its marketing, resourcing and measurement. The study thus had a practical business aim, but also hoped to make a contribution to wider professional thinking and practice; it was conducted over four
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months in 2005. This paper is based on an unpublished Masters dissertation, which provides full details of the study, including the research instruments.[12]

2. Research questions and objectives

Four research questions were derived from the brief:

- What services should the Business Librarian provide? (The service remit)
- How should the Library market this new service to DfES staff? (Marketing the service)
- How should the new service be resourced? (Resourcing the service)
- How can the value of the Business Librarian service be measured? (Measuring the service)

Five objectives were set for the study:

1. Identify existing ideas for the service and any constraints on the model.
2. Explore how the role of the librarian has changed in other sectors, including the academic, clinical and corporate sectors.
3. Investigate views of government librarians on the DfES service proposal and identify ideas of best practice, from those who have attempted to implement a similar model.
4. Identify expectations that will be placed on the Business Librarian service by DfES staff.
5. Make recommendations on how best to develop and implement the role of Business Librarian.

3. Service context

The DfES Library operates from two sites in London and Sheffield. At the time of the study it employed 22 staff, including 20 qualified librarians. The Library serves c4,000 employees of the DfES and associated agencies, based in London, Sheffield, Darlington and Runcorn. It operates a staffed enquiry service and maintains an intranet website, providing links to online journals and useful websites, in addition to information about all library services (e.g. current awareness, document delivery, skills training, advice and consultancy on copyright, metadata and other areas).

The proposed Business Librarian service was not envisaged as offering any new services, but as a re-packaging and tailoring of existing services to meet specific customer needs. Librarians would be informally contracted to particular projects for their duration and would spend time learning about the business of the teams supported to fulfil their information needs. The change would be in offering tailored services on a more systematic basis, becoming more proactive and extending specialist support to more work areas.
4. Literature review

4.1. Academic sector

The role of the subject/liaison librarian in academic libraries is changing and its future is not assured. In 1996 Heseltine predicted its demise with the convergence of libraries and IT as learning support services, and in 2005 the University of Bangor announced the redundancy of eight subject librarians, whose role had supposedly been eclipsed by Google and other means of finding information on the Internet.[13-14] Other evidence is more positive, with growth in the number of such posts in the USA and convincing arguments for development of the role offered by Pinfield and Biddiscombe in the UK, and Frank and Howell in the USA [6,15-17]. Many writers now see liaison activity, not subject expertise, as the defining characteristic of the role and the means of ensuring its future; communication and IT skills, combined with a flexible approach and a broad understanding of their academic customers’ activities, are therefore more important than in-depth disciplinary knowledge.[6,15-16,18]

Frank and others argue that liaison programmes are too passive: librarians need to move beyond traditional service models to become more dynamic ‘information consultants’, providing proactive value-added customised services. Change is required because of developments in scholarly communication and information seeking behaviour, with desktop access to resources: librarians need to redefine their services before other information providers take their place.[10,19-20] Commentators emphasise the increased importance of information literacy and development of their training/teaching role, often linking this with involvement in e-learning and virtual learning environments: librarians need to work more closely with academic colleagues to integrate information literacy into curricula, develop their technological and pedagogical skills, and reposition themselves as learning support professionals and/or teachers.[16,21-22]

4.2. Health sector

Information professionals in the health sector are claiming new territory, particularly through evidence-based practice and information literacy initiatives. Evidence-based healthcare is providing new roles for librarians, who are getting involved in systematic reviews – locating evidence, filtering and appraising literature, adding value to information and furthering knowledge.[23-24] They are also providing information at the point of care, in clinical practice and in partnership with primary healthcare services.[11,25] The role of the clinical librarian, first discussed in the 1970s, has regained prominence in the 1990s, with renewed emphasis on evidence-based practice requiring high-quality up-to-date evidence to be considered in deciding medical treatment.[11] Clinical librarians use specialist skills and knowledge, gained on the job, to synthesise complex information and re-package it for clinicians.[26]
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To fulfil these roles successfully and work across professional boundaries, librarians must be fully aware of the benefits their services can bring.[27] They must work collaboratively and prove they are in ‘real business’ by being quick to adopt new technology and constantly updating their skills, which they must sell to colleagues and clients.[1] Palmer argues that changes in healthcare information provision reflect changes elsewhere: users now demand seamless access and self-service, with information customised to meet specific needs and librarians providing outreach services alongside traditional offerings. CILIP’s research showed many staff were ill prepared or reluctant to take on these roles.[1,28] User education and information skills training to make users more self-sufficient have also grown in importance: a survey of clinical librarians showed 91% offered user education sessions and many NHS libraries provide instruction on a one-to-one basis.[26,29]

4.3. Corporate sector

Similar themes emerge from the corporate sector. Wittwer stresses the need for librarians to keep a close watch on developments in their parent organisations, spend time building good working relationships and become real partners with their customers and colleagues: they must keep up-to-date with new technology, self-promote and add value to the information gathering process (e.g. by providing advice on knowledge management and training on navigating resources.[3] Special librarians are moving beyond the traditional intermediary role to providing customised information, using their knowledge of the business to filter, verify, analyse and summarise material, in order to deliver it in a timely and cost-effective manner – which means not just fulfilling, but actively anticipating, user needs.[2,30]

The key to success lies in anticipating the needs and direction of the organisation before occurrence, which in turn depends on understanding the organisation’s business operations. Konieczko and Powell argue that librarians need to immerse themselves in business planning processes outside the library to develop tailored services that will drive organisational productivity.[8] Barreau points out that increased visibility leads to greater accountability – and stress – for library and information professionals, but the benefits include being more able to define their role in the organisation and better equipped to meet its information needs.[31] Ryan emphasises the need to be proactive in suggesting resources to customers and taking every opportunity to ‘walk the territory’ to meet users, in view of the constant need to justify existence.[32] This echoes Brick’s call for business libraries to be much more proactive in identifying and targeting non-users, making this integral to their marketing strategies.[33]

4.4. Government sector

The literature on government library and information services is sparse in comparison. A central theme, notably in the journal of the Network of Government Library and Information Specialists (formerly the Circle of State
Librarians), is the need to move towards more intensive user training, boosting civil servants’ information literacy skills, so that they can conduct their own research efficiently.[34-37] Echoing academic librarians, Miller argues that government librarians are information experts, not subject specialists: they should be teaching colleagues to search for their own information and developing more independent end-users, which will result in a more efficient and effective organisation and the creation of new knowledge.[36]

The librarian’s role in supporting knowledge management across government is another important theme. Documented examples include the Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (Dstl), the Financial Services Authority, HM Customs & Excise, HM Treasury and the Home Office.[38-42] This role includes providing advice to teams, as well as involvement in organisation-wide knowledge management strategy and implementation. At Dstl, a team of information and subject experts, known as ‘Knowledge Agents’, provides on-tap responses to colleagues’ information-related needs. Team members have diverse backgrounds, including information work, but operate separately from the library, as a self-financing unit. They have a boundless service remit, from basic literature searches to complete support for the information needs of a major project, offering a wide range of consultancy skills to support the business, adding value to information and enabling knowledge creation and sharing.[35] At the Home Office, librarians are actively involved in knowledge sharing initiatives and argue that they are well placed to do so, because of their background in sharing information and teaching others how to handle it effectively.[42]

4.5. **Service marketing**

Information professionals are taking a more strategic approach to marketing their services, especially in the academic and corporate sectors.[30,33,43-45] The profession has also recognised the relatively new concept of ‘relationship marketing’ as particularly relevant to library and information services in the context of developing closer working relationships and partnerships with customers and colleagues: customer relationship management offers mutual gain, as the process of building the relationship enables the service provider to become more attuned to and thus better placed to satisfy customers’ information needs. [44-49]

Branding is another key concept gaining attention in academic, national, public and (particularly) special libraries.[30,45,50-54] Libraries need to position themselves as the primary conduits of information in their organisations.[30,45] This includes the important task of naming the service. Ryan renamed his service ‘Business Information Centre’ to counteract negative preconceptions of the words ‘library’ and ‘librarian’. [32] Biddiscombe similarly believes the term ‘librarian’ is unhelpful, suggesting ‘learning development adviser’ as a more accurate label for the academic subject/liaison role.[16] However, Shamel argues that the name matters little, as long as the brand is consistent and marketed strategically.[30]
4.6. *Performance measurement*

Information professionals are also adopting strategic approaches to measuring the impact of their services, with increased pressure to demonstrate value for money. New roles require new types of measures: Scherrer and Jacobson identify consultation, outreach and web authoring as requiring new quantitative or qualitative measures.[7] The pressure to demonstrate value is particularly acute in the corporate sector, where it is a longstanding concern.[55] Ryan believes ‘time saved’ is the only quantifiable measure in information provision.[32]

Matthews reviews evaluation methods and recommends a ‘Balanced Library Scorecard’, an adaptation of the Balanced Business Scorecard, now widely used in both private and public sectors. This tool connects measurement with strategy and vision, encouraging a broader view of performance than traditional metrics.[55] It is gaining support within the profession, with a growing number of case studies of academic, national and special libraries.[56-62] Of particular interest here is the example of a ‘Knowledge Management Benefits Scorecard’ (including quantitative and qualitative measures) at the Financial Services Authority.[39]

5. *Research methods*

5.1. *Study design*

A qualitative methodology was chosen as most suitable for a real-world project with a small-scale in-depth focus; its exploratory nature required a methodology sensitive to the context and sufficiently flexible to allow issues and questions to be investigated as they emerged. The approach was inductive, rather than hypothesis-led, with no prior assumptions made, thus allowing theories to emerge as themes and patterns from the data as they were interpreted; the grounded theory approach is particularly suited to exploring topics ignored in the literature.

The methods used comprised a review of the literature, to explore changing roles in other sectors, including developments in marketing and measurement; a survey of government librarians, to gather experiences and opinions of personalised service models; and a survey of DfES employees to gather experiences and opinions of existing and proposed services.

Questionnaires were used to gain a broad overview, followed by interviews to obtain in-depth understanding. Combining these methods allowed the collection of some quantitative data on service usage to balance and contextualise the detailed opinions mainly sought. The multi-method approach enabled different sources of information to be tested against each other, thus achieving triangulation and improving validity. Both face-to-face and telephone interviews were used to include a larger number of geographically dispersed participants than would otherwise have been possible.
5.2. **Sampling strategy**

Purposive sampling was used to target participants thought likely to make a useful contribution. The government library questionnaire was distributed to the Committee of Departmental Librarians (CDL, representing 24 service heads). The government interview sample originally comprised five librarians with known experience of running personalised services, but was later expanded to compensate for a low questionnaire response rate (four). This enabled participation of more staff directly involved in service delivery and coverage of 11 government libraries. Within the DfES, contacts in the Library and the DfES Learning Academy were used to target likely users of the Business Librarian service, existing users of library services and some non-users. The questionnaire was sent to 45 people, obtaining 27 responses, with 11 agreeing to be interviewed.

5.3. **Data collection**

Both questionnaires used a mix of open and closed questions, to gain the desired balance of qualitative and quantitative data and encourage responses with questions that were easy and quick to answer. Space to expand on answers to closed questions was provided. The instruments were rigorously piloted. They were distributed electronically.

The CDL questionnaire had two sections: one was directed at libraries offering personalised services, seeking information on their remit, marketing, resourcing and measurement, problems in gaining acceptance and lessons learned; the other asked respondents not currently offering personalised services to consider their advantages and disadvantages. Telephone interviews with government librarians used the same questions, but aimed for more detailed responses from participants selected for their operational experience of personalised services.

The DfES questionnaire also had two sections: a shorter first section explored usage levels for existing services; the second explored levels of interest in the proposed service, perceived benefits and management arrangements. Interviews with DfES staff were semi-structured, using a mix of closed and open questions: some covered the same areas as the questionnaire, others were new and a few related specifically to individuals’ questionnaire responses. A key objective was to gain increased understanding of respondents’ information needs and ways the new service could meet them. An interview script was used, which first reminded participants of the Business Librarian concept and then described two scenarios showing how the model might work in practice.

5.4. **Data analysis**

Detailed notes were made of telephone interviews and written up immediately; face-to-face interviews were recorded, with additional notes also taken and written up later. Qualitative data were analysed using the constant
comparative method: codes and categories were assigned, constantly compared and adapted as new codes emerged, aiming to generate concepts and theory that were central to (grounded in) the data.[63]

Raw data (questionnaire responses and interview notes) were first split into distinct parts using open coding. Connections and relationships were then identified and assigned axial codes, which were finally grouped into core categories with selective coding, to give a higher-level picture of the research data and emergent thinking. Tables were used to define the codes and relationships at successive levels. The small sample sizes enabled relationships in the quantitative data (responses to closed questions) to be identified without statistical tests.

6. Results

6.1. Government librarians

6.1.1 Adoption and rationale

Four out of 11 libraries offered a personalised service, two had offered one previously and two others would consider implementing one in the future. Reasons for not adopting this model were insufficient staff resources and dispersed user bases: departments with offices and staff spread across many sites felt it would be harder to identify potential users and to deliver the service. Reasons for considering implementation centred on the opportunity to extend the reach, increase the impact and raise the profile of the library, in ways that the traditional service could not do on its own.

6.1.2 The service remit

The remits of existing and previous personalised services were extensive and varied, including tailored workshops, database and thesaurus construction, current awareness, literature searches and in-depth research. Two current and the two former services were based on ‘cherry-picking’ groups to work with, rather than opening up the service to the whole organisation. One library concentrated on working in partnership with a few chosen contacts, rather than carrying out ad hoc research requests; it provided research to support evidence-based practice, which meant building up an in-depth understanding of colleagues’ business needs.

6.1.3 Marketing the service

Marketing strategies reflected the inclusive or exclusive nature of the services. Two marketed their services extensively, using a variety of techniques, including presentations to business units and project managers, publicising services at induction events and through in-house publications, and emailing success stories to colleagues; both found word-of-mouth to be a significant way of generating demand. In contrast, the cherry-
pickers deliberately under-marketed their services, to limit demand and manage user expectations: they picked up work through networking, selective targeting and repeat business.

6.1.4 Resourcing the service

Resourcing strategies indicated different management philosophies: three used dedicated staff to provide the service, with one drawing a clear distinction between “researchers” and “librarians”; but the others deliberately involved all their librarians, to exploit and develop expertise, and avoid an “us-and-them” situation making excluded staff feel deskilled. Only one had a structure whereby individual staff built up expertise and contacts in specific subjects/divisions. Two stressed the need to prioritise and balance workloads in order to run the service alongside other commitments. Three imposed some charges, typically for team-specific resources or project-related costs; one occasionally charged back the costs of casual staff employed to cover a librarian engaged on a special project.

6.1.5 Measuring the service

Four libraries used performance indicators to gauge service impact and success. Measurements included the amount of time spent on projects, numbers of enquiries received, accolades and repeat use. Two used feedback forms at the end of projects and one tried to find evidence of librarians’ contributions to projects influencing outcomes. One library was developing a database to record outcomes of enquiries undertaken and another was considering using a balanced scorecard in future.

6.1.6 Gaining acceptance

Four libraries had experienced problems in gaining recognition of their skills and services from colleagues. Strategies to overcome this included asking the divisional head to sell the benefits to teams and getting involved in the business planning process, to increase visibility and build mutual understanding. Two reported initial concerns of librarians about workloads had been resolved by a flexible approach to task allocation, with other staff absorbing work as needed.

6.1.7 Lessons learned

The main points related to clarifying requirements, managing workloads and targeted marketing.

- Full involvement at the project initiation stage is crucial to ensure a clear, shared understanding of objectives and timescales. This should be followed through with frequent communication during the project, to guard against inadvertent changes in deliverables.

- The ability to prioritise work quickly and effectively is vital. It is also essential to have mechanisms for dealing with staff absences, such as fact sheets and guidelines, to provide continuity of service.
• Marketing should target knowledgeable existing customers first, to gain some quick wins and create an indispensable service. Early successes can provide a platform for educating other potential users on what the library can do and for defending the service, if necessary.

6.2. **DfES employees**

6.2.1 Existing service usage

Eleven out of 27 respondents used existing library services at least once per month, of whom five used services at least weekly. Eight used it less often and others did not use it (or did not comment). Figure 1 summarises current levels of usage for particular services, showing relatively high usage of current awareness, general questions, journal consultation and book loans, with lower levels for consultancy services, in-depth questions and training sessions.

![Figure 1 Levels of usage for existing library services](image-url)
6.2.2 Proposed service interest

Thirteen out of 27 respondents said the proposed Business Librarian service would definitely be useful to their teams and two said it might be useful. Seven said it would not and the rest did not reply to this question. Figure 2 shows the levels of relevance assigned by respondents to specific services, indicating much higher levels of interest in (tailored) training sessions and (particular) consultancy services, than suggested by the data for current levels of usage, e.g. Figure 1 shows that 10 staff said they never used library consultancy services, but Figure 2 shows relatively high numbers saying they would find advice on website design, metadata, controlled vocabularies and intranet communities very or fairly useful.

![Figure 2 Levels of interest in proposed tailored services](image)
These results suggest there may be more scope for the Library to deliver consultancy and training through a tailored Business Librarian service than via its traditional service model. This preliminary endorsement of the service concept is reinforced by 13 positive responses to the proposal for librarians to attend team meetings to assess their information needs.

6.2.3 Exploiting professional skills

Analysis of the qualitative responses to the DfES questionnaire and interviews identified three overarching themes. The first (labelled ‘professional skills’) highlighted potential benefits of the Business Librarian model in making better use of librarians’ specialist professional expertise. Comments showed many respondents felt that the professional skills of librarians could significantly help DfES employees and add value to their work. Three key areas were identified: information management advice, information literacy training and research assistance.

On information management, four interview respondents mentioned a need for help with website design (e.g. to create metadata and improve search facilities) and none had thought of asking the library for assistance. Three staff identified different ways in which a librarian could advise teams on knowledge management: by helping to structure and organise their information, helping to organise and improve their intranet community, or helping members cope with high volumes of email.

On information literacy, three questionnaire respondents had concerns about information overload, with Respondent 1 highlighting a consequent failure to access a full range of sources, “There is a need to make better use of all the sources of information. At present [the team] does not draw on all of them.” Five interview respondents identified specific training needs, such as learning how to keep up-to-date with key authors or journals and leading thinking in the field; how to search for information more efficiently; and how to judge its quality and reliability.

On research assistance, several respondents were keen for librarians to carry out research on their behalf, particularly to scope the wider environment and help teams access a broader range of sources. Staff talked about the risk of civil servants being “myopic”, mentioning difficulties in keeping up with current information from a broad range of sources and a consequent tendency to look at research findings in isolation. Librarians could conduct horizon scanning to help broaden their research and find the most current and relevant information. Other suggestions included assistance with researching Parliamentary Questions (PQs), evidence-based policy development and literature reviews, where library expertise get the work done more quickly; and this would raise the library’s profile, as such work is often at the cutting-edge policy level.
6.2.4 Marketing the service

The second overarching theme was the importance of marketing the service effectively and strategically. Respondents identified three related issues: targeting the service, raising its profile and defining it effectively.

On targeting, staff expressed different opinions on the organisational level at which the service should be pitched, ranging from the individual to the directorate (the top-level organisational unit). Respondent 7 said the way the library markets the service would determine its success, then observed “…but I don’t have a team, I am a personal performer; it may relate more to subject specialists than teams.” Suggested approaches included: targeting teams at the hub of project activity, to raise the service profile; getting involved in meetings at divisional level, to make more impact, as teams are often small; and having librarians dedicated to each directorate (adopting the ‘account manager’ model used successfully by other teams in the Corporate Services and Development Directorate), to become involved in higher-level discussions.

On profile-raising, several respondents felt the proposed model would increase awareness of the library and its services, by improving rapport with colleagues, establishing points of contact, keeping the library in people’s minds and encouraging more effective usage. Respondent 3 noted “…it is not high up in people’s consciousness, even though the library always helps when they are approached and provides a good service”. Two respondents wanted named business contacts, in line with other central services, “…not to do every bit of research, but someone to turn to with more expertise to dig things out quickly” (Respondent 3). One respondent mentioned using contacts in Analytical Services to track down reports, which could probably have been located more efficiently via the library.

On defining the service, one explanation for non-use was found in low awareness of services, typified by Respondent 9, “I don’t know what services you can provide that would be helpful to me”. Respondents were also confused by perceived overlaps between library services and those of other units, such as the Learning Academy and Press Office. One acknowledged the potential in the Business Librarian service, but emphasised the need for librarians to make contacts, raise their profile and know the business: people needed to understand exactly how these services could help them in their work and librarians needed to understand exactly what they required. Closer seamless working was needed among the central services and the proposed information needs assessments could support this process.

6.2.5 Logistics

The third theme running through responses covered the practical aspects (or ‘logistics’) of delivering the service. The main issues discussed were timescales and timing for involvement, channels of communication and the use of service level agreements (SLAs).

The variety of work made it difficult to generalise about timing of engagements. Many people wanted librarians to have inputs to projects for short periods and specific purposes, but to build relationships encouraging repeated
involvement. The majority view favoured involvement at or near start-up, when people are thinking about the kind of information needed; one said this planning phase would last two or three weeks at least; another said it could be useful for librarians to come in again later in projects. For other undertakings, involvement after foundations had been laid might be a better use of time. Three respondents estimated a librarian might be involved with meetings, phone calls and emails for one day in total, but spread across a three-month project. Other work could be time-consuming with tight deadlines, such as gathering information for a Bill, having just a few hours to research a PQ, or five days for a literature review.

Four respondents identified email as their preferred form of communication, but advised combining it with face-to-face discussion through individual contact and/or team meetings, and backing up discussions with written communication. Project start-up meetings were mentioned as a way in for librarians, but it was also suggested they should take the initiative and invite teams to meetings to discuss skills and services on offer; information needs assessments were also seen as a useful way to kick-start relationships. One respondent suggested designating one of his team as the named contact (liaison) for the Business Librarian service, building on his previous suggestion that the library should designate named contacts for teams/divisions. Communities of practice were the least popular mode of communication: not all staff belonged to one and those who did felt their communities were under-utilised and not yet fully embedded into working practice.

Opinion was split on whether an SLA would help to define and tailor services to needs: nine questionnaire respondents answered positively, 11 negatively, and one said ‘Possibly’. Interview responses were similarly mixed: some felt SLAs were restrictive, bureaucratic and unnecessary for a proactive service; others were in favour and saw them as potentially useful. In contrast, respondents generally welcomed the proposed information needs assessments, which could serve as a first step towards a more formal customer-provider understanding.

7. Discussion

7.1. Feasibility of the model

The literature showed a shift towards providing tailored, personalised information to combat information overload. In the academic and health sectors, subject and clinical librarians still have an important liaison/consultancy role in meeting the information needs of particular groups.[15-16] Clinical librarians are supporting evidence-based practice by adding value to information through the systematic review process.[23-24] Corporate librarians are using their specialist information skills in consultancy and partnership roles.[2-3] Government information services are increasingly moving towards tailored services, with a particular focus on information literacy [34-36] and knowledge sharing [38-42].
Government participants in this study confirmed their interest in providing personalised services, through increased liaison and consultancy roles, contributing their professional expertise to specific projects and building up closer working relationships within their organisations; one said it was “imperative” to move beyond purely enquiry-desk based services to fulfil the information needs of their organisations and ensure their own survival. Wider research also suggests it is not only feasible for librarians to offer a more personalised service, but essential if their skills are to be recognised and valued.[32] There are significant opportunities to manage and add value to information and empower the end-user with information literacy skills; but librarians need to be more proactive, to understand the complexities of users’ specific information needs and raise their status within their organisations.

The DfES survey confirmed this picture, showing a majority of respondents were keen to use the Business Librarian service and interested to know how it could help their day-to-day work. Most respondents used the Library sporadically and it was not strongly embedded in their consciousness as a primary information resource. Some used inappropriate or inadequate sources, which could limit the scope and effectiveness of their research; many also suffered from information overload. Despite low usage of existing services, staff responded positively to receiving these services through a more tailored Business Librarian service and were keen to receive tailored training and advice on website design and metadata. They also saw librarians’ skills as useful in supporting evidence-based policy making, by providing information literacy training and current awareness services.

Library services were highly valued when used, but needed to be re-packaged and delivered differently to increase usage levels. There was low awareness of the types of service available and limited understanding of many specialist services. The Business Librarian service has the potential to raise awareness of librarians’ skills at an individual, team, divisional/directorate level. The model also reflects wider government thinking on streamlining and efficiency: it would make better use of librarians’ professional expertise and help DfES staff to manage knowledge, become information literate and fully utilise all the research sources available to them.

7.2. Defining the service remit

DfES services reflect those offered by other government libraries and in other specialist library sectors. Konieczka advises special libraries moving to a more proactive role not to try to be all things to all people, underlining the need for a well-defined strategy and targets.[8] The DfES Library must consider whether it has the capacity to take up respondents’ suggestions that librarians should carry out substantive research work: should it follow the government library which draws a clear distinction between “researchers” and “librarians”, or follow Miller’s advice and concentrate on information literacy training to make (non-library) researchers more able and independent?[36]

There is a clear need to define the service offer, as many users are unsure what it is. This need for clarity also applies to specific project engagements, as one lesson learned from government librarians was the importance of
defining and confirming requirements, objectives and deliverables at the start and during projects. While there was a mixed response to SLAs for the Business Librarian service, respondents were consistent in wanting further guidance on the service scope, including its relationship to other central services. They also supported the proposed information needs assessments – which could fulfil some of the usual SLA functions – and specifically advocated documenting the outcomes of discussions with individuals/teams about their requirements.

7.3. **Marketing the personalised service**

Library marketing is about predicting and satisfying customers’ needs profitably – in a mutually beneficial way – rather than trying to sell them things they do not need.[45] According to Soules, libraries perform such a diverse role that it is often difficult for people to know what they offer.[44] This proved the case at the DfES, where usage of training and consultancy services was low (Fig.1), but demand for these services was identified when presented as specialist tailored support (Fig.2). The Business Librarian model has the potential to market and deliver these services more effectively and defining the service needs to be part of the marketing strategy, which must also extend to non-users.[33]

The research reinforced the professional literature’s emphasis on marketing the service strategically. Government librarians favoured targeting services at particular projects and business units; one had sought assistance from a divisional head in selling the service to teams. DfES staff confirmed project teams as the core constituency for the service, but also suggested engaging more strategically at the divisional/directorate level, providing named contacts or ‘account managers’ and working more closely with other staff in the Corporate Services and Development Directorate.

DfES respondents advocated a mix of email and face-to-face communication, especially project/team meetings, to build the service and manage customer relationships. The Library had suggested marketing the service through existing intranet communities, but responses revealed such communities were not sufficiently embedded in practice for this to work, though they could be used to identify project teams and groups with shared interests. The Library evidently needs to build a stronger brand, as it is not currently seen as the primary conduit for information in the department.[30,45] However, the antipathy to the terms ‘library’ and ‘librarian’ met elsewhere does not seem to be an issue here, as the name ‘Business Librarian’ was only queried once in discussion.[16,32]

7.4. **Resourcing a successful service**

If the proposed service is as successful as the results suggests it could be, this would mean increased library workloads, with a requirement to engage with projects at short notice and deliver work to tight deadlines. The Library has indicated it does not have the resource to operate like dedicated subject/liaison librarians in a university, nor to embed librarians into particular teams for extended periods. Lack of staff resource was one of
the main reasons given by government librarians not offering personalised service and those operating one
highlighted workload management as a key issue. The survey revealed two distinct operational models: the
dedicated research team, where librarians specialise in this service; and the unified whole-service approach,
where all librarians participate in its delivery. The second model offers more flexibility, pooling staff expertise,
developing more people and guarding against silos. It requires close monitoring and prioritisation of workloads,
but seems better suited to the circumstances and ethos of the DfES Library.

Government librarians make limited use of charges to finance their services. The only relevant self-financing
service identified (Dstl) operated outwith the library.[38] There are thus few precedents for charging; the internal
situation at DfES does not seem opportune for introducing charged services and any charges made by the Library
would need to be clarified in marketing the service, as one respondent identified this as a likely deterrent.

7.5. Measuring the value added

The importance of libraries adding proven value to their organisations is a burning issue across all sectors. It has
particular significance for government libraries in a climate of efficiency gains and public expenditure cuts.
Personalised services can exploit professional skills to increase organisational efficiency, but their worth needs to
be measured in ways that are recognised by senior managers. Most librarians accept the importance of
measurement, but identification of suitable measures has lagged behind service development, with key areas such
as outreach and consultancy still lacking adequate performance indicators.[7] Some libraries are now moving
their measurement activity on to a more strategic level with Balanced Scorecards.[56-62]
The DfES Library plans to measure its new service by recording activity in its customer enquiries database and
collecting feedback through end-of-project interviews, using quantitative and qualitative data. Both approaches
reflect existing practice among government librarians, who also mentioned time spent, repeat use and accolades
as indicators; only one was considering a balanced scorecard. In the corporate sector, time saved for the firm has
often been cited as the key measure; but increasing numbers of organisations, including both corporations and
government agencies, now favour the broader view offered by the balanced scorecard, which is an argument for
libraries to consider this system.[32,55]

7.6. Limitations of the study

Only two out of 27 respondents to the DfES survey were not existing library users and all those who agreed to be
interviewed were frequent users. The results were thus not fully representative of the potential user base for the
proposed service. Although the response rate to the CDL survey was poor, expansion of the government library
interview sample achieved an acceptable level of participation (11 out of 24 departments). Nevertheless, non-
responder bias needs to be borne in mind when considering the findings from both areas.
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The particular focus of the study limits its value in terms of generalisability. Its main aim was to provide context-specific recommendations to the DfES Library, but it has drawn on thinking and practice across the UK government library sector and may in turn influence future thinking and practice in that sector. The findings have been related to the wider library and information services environment and the key messages may be relevant and transferable to practice in other sectors.

8. Conclusions and recommendations

This study explored the feasibility of a personalised model of service delivery (the ‘Business Librarian’ model) for the DfES in the context of changes in information provision, empowerment of end users and pressures on information professionals to demonstrate the value of their specialist skills to their organisations. It adopted a qualitative methodology, using an inductive grounded theory approach, to explore the opinions of DfES staff and government librarians on the remit, marketing, resourcing and measurement of the proposed service. Primary research data were analysed systematically using coding techniques to identify key themes, which were discussed in relation to developments in academic, health, corporate and government information services. Although conducted within a specific context, the findings should be of interest to other information service managers.

The main finding from the study was that the proposed Business Librarian service is not only a feasible model, but a necessary development, to ensure effective and efficient use of information and expertise within DfES. The research showed low levels of usage and awareness of the specialist library services currently provided, such as information skills training and information management consultancy, but high levels of need and interest in these services when presented as elements of a package offered by a Business Librarian. The Business Librarian service could help to solve these problems, by advising staff on information management, training them to search effectively and assisting with their research activities.

The survey of government librarians identified similarities in the style and types of personalised services offered, with consistent emphasis on working in partnership and adding value, but variations in their specific remits and the methods of marketing, resourcing and measurement used, although there was also significant unanimity on lessons learned around clarifying user requirements, managing staff workloads and selective service targeting. The field research echoed the literature survey in confirming librarians’ roles in both training end-users as searchers and acting as expert searchers contributing substantially to research, especially to support evidence-based practice. It also reinforced published messages on the importance of nurturing customer relationships, understanding the business and delivering quick, flexible responses. Most respondents recognised the importance of performance indicators, but like the rest of the profession were still trying to find definitive measures.

The study identified specific, interdependent issues for the DfES Library relating to the remit, marketing, resourcing and measurement of the proposed service, which can be seen as inherent tensions and management
challenges of the model. In particular, it raised questions about the extent to which a Business Librarian would undertake substantive research work and include an ‘account management’ or ongoing liaison role: there are precedents in other government libraries and specialist information services, but this type of work might be difficult to resource through the flexible library-wide staffing arrangement envisaged. It also drew attention to the dilemma facing librarians who want to position themselves strategically, but must take care not to over-promote their services and create expectations they cannot meet.

The following recommendations to the DfES Library emerged from the study:

1. Define the service boundaries – identify relationships and overlaps with other parts of the Corporate Services and Development Directorate; decide whether liaison contacts or ‘account management’ forms part of the role; clarify customer requirements in relation to specific engagements; and establish any limits to work undertaken (e.g. carrying out research).

2. Market the service strategically – build a strong brand to reclaim information territory; promote Information Needs Assessments to target groups; get involved in business and project planning; communicate the services offered and policy on charging; exploit Customer Relationship Management tools and techniques; and use established channels of communication (e.g. meetings and email).

3. Use staff resources effectively – work collaboratively with other areas of the Corporate Services and Development Directorate; maintain flexibility in staffing the service; and develop the competence and independence of end-users.

4. Develop strategic performance indicators – investigate measures used by others in the Corporate Services and Development Directorate; and consider the use of a Balanced Scorecard.

The study also identified issues related to this project which would benefit from further research:

- Training and development needs of staff offering personalised, value-added services – this was highlighted in the literature and could include investigation of skills used by consultants in the wider business environment.

- Performance measurement and metrics for the value added by personalised library services – this was revealed as a weakness and could include exploration of practical implementations of the balanced scorecard.

- Models of service delivery for user populations that are geographically dispersed – this was cited as a problem for implementation by two government librarians, but does not seem to have been discussed in the literature.
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